HAVE YOU HEARD OF THE NACOS METHOD?

THIS IS A REVOLUTIONARY NEW WAY TO LEARN JAPANESE FASTER AND MORE EFFECTIVELY.

The NACOS method allows you to start at any level. You can start from the very beginning or resume learning at your present level.

It is perfect for students or those with full-time jobs because it works around YOUR schedule.

You personally relate to the material that you are learning through stories that you create yourself! There are NO textbooks involved. Developing your own stories in Japanese will facilitate your ability to remember what you learned.

You will learn to think and respond in Japanese automatically.

With our method, you will be well on your way to reading, writing, and speaking Japanese.

FEATURED JAPANESE PROGRAM

First stage: Twice a week or once a week for 6 months to 1 year.
Second stage: You can continue to learn at the same pace, or you can modify the pace to fit your schedule.

Learn Japanese through the NACOS Method at your own pace!

We also offer a

FAST TRACK JAPANESE PROGRAM

For more information: www.nacos.org